School of History and Geography
Research Seminar 2019-20

II SEMESTER

All seminars are taking place in SPD.D308, 2-4 pm

19 February
Deirdre Foley (DCU, PhD student)
'Women are Citizens': Irish women's groups and the Commission on the Status of Women in Ireland, c. 1967-72.

4 March
Gerry O'Reilly (DCU)
Places of Memory and Legacies – In an Age of Insecurities and Globalization: WWI Commemorations (2012-2023)

18 March
Susan Hegarty (DCU)
Citizen Scientist water quality monitoring in Dublin

1 April
Iemima Ploscariu (DCU, PhD student)
"God is against Nationalism:" Lev Averbuch and the challenge to the current understanding of European interwar religious and ethnic spaces

15 April
Anne Dolan (TCD)
Defining the dead in the Irish revolution